
끄므旦rostic Radiology: Quality Contro1 Equip Πlent

CONNY� I工
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Feat1λres

:::::: Represents a valuable slna11 size doselneter

for routine QC

::::·

 Measures the entrance dose and dose rate in front

ofa phantoΠ l at 30 kV (MaΠ 1Ino) and 70/ 100 kV

(conventional X —rays)

::- CoΠ 1plies with 工EC 61674 within the ranges of use

:::·

 Displays dose and dose rate in Gy and Gyls (R and RIs

optiona1) and tiHle in s

The dose of X— ray beanls is the Inost iHlportant parameter

of consistent perfbrHlance of X— ray equiplnent. Each

constancy check should include a dose IIleasureIIlent.

The CONNY II doselneter is especially designed fbr this

purpose●  It is used in colnbination with the REX phantoln

for QC of radiography and ∏uoroscopy devices and with

the NORMI and X— Check phantolns for QC. CONNY 工工 is

calibrated in air kerlna, and the IIleasuring results are

represented on a high contrast digital display. The battely

operated device f는 atures a1λ to start, auto shut— off and

tilner fUnctions  ̊The Ineasuring probe includes a calibrated

senlicond1】 ctor detector●

ordering Inforlnation

T11007 CONNY I工  doselneter

▷ REX ραℓe IO2

▷ NORM工 MAM ραℓe IOO

▷ NORM工 13 ραℓe 9B

▷ X— Check FLU ραℓe I O2

▷ NORMI 4 FLU ραℓe 9B

〉 NORM工 P:AS Set 1054 ραℓe 99

⊂Dmon Meter
Light Measuremellt
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Feattlres

:●

●: Measures the luminance and illuminance during qua1—

ity checks ofviewing boxes and iIIlage display devices

::::●

· Includes two lasers t0o1 for correct distance a어
ust—

Inent of the detector

ㅑ': Combination of spacer and laser positioning aid fbr

easy handling

:::·

 A11 relevant parameters eg. acc●
 D工N can be measured

in conlbination with a test picture

The quality of 且1In viewing boxes and Π10nitors in X— ray

diagnostics has to be Inonitored regularly. Boxes and

image display devices are tested easily by using the

b attery operated CDmon Meter, which Πleasures the l1λΠli—

nance in cdlm2 and the i1111Ininance in lux.

A lasel positioning aid helps to place the detector at the

right distance and allows correct positioning by indicating

the Ineasuring spot. The CDInon Meter includes a USB 2˚ 0

interf¸ ce ●

The optional Mavo —Max is a self느  contained sΠ la11 Hleasur—

ing device designed fbr the monitoring of the aIIlbient

light in the surrounding of ilnage display devices fbr

continuous operation. Two LEDs indicate directly if the

aIIlbient light is within the perIIlissible light range.

ordering Inforlnation

L991266 CDH10n Meter fbr lulninance and

illuIIlinance measureIIlent

options

L991 262 Mavo— Max
SOB0007 RadiCS sof˙ tware

▷ NORMI 13 ραℓe 9B
▷ NORMI 4 FLU ραℓe 9B

▷ NORMI PAS Set 1054 ραℓe 99
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